Dear All,
I hope you are all well.
We are going to be putting together some themed weeks for you all to do.
Our First week is ‘Around the world whilst staying at home.’

After talking to your tutors- the country for your project this week is

Here are some ideas for you to have a go at whilst exploring the country of Australia.
Look at these video and facts websites and put together your own fun fact file-

Or maybe an information poster with fun facts about places to visit there- buildings, reefs,
outback. What other places there might be of interest to others?

Maybe think about the wildlife, free time activities that are popular, foods from Australia,
Famous people. Your fact file/ poster can be any fun facts that you want to share with
others.

https://www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/countries/australia.html
https://www.coolkidfacts.com/australia-facts-for-kids/

https://youtu.be/hJm7kLzEmdE
https://youtu.be/aCswQS8jUOM
https://youtu.be/m9dsWarmv-c

Fancy trying out some aboriginal art here are some sites and images to look at –

https://youtu.be/TA6cRoCfpgI
https://youtu.be/zp_vYfEiuGU

We have also included some symbols that Aboriginals use below to tell stories about journeys they
have made.
There is also a booklet on Aboriginal art at the end of this document for your information.

ABORIGINAL SYMBOLS

How about making a traditional Australian musical instrument to play:
Below are the instructions for you to make your own digeridoo

https://www.koolkidscrafts.com/make-a-didgeridoo.html

Will your boomerang come back?
What are boomerangs and what are they used for?

Have a go at making your own (out of think cardboard) decorate it using traditional aboriginal art
techniques.
If you are going to practice throwing it please get your parents permission and where possible in a
safe outdoor area.
Follow the video below to make your own boomerang.
https://youtu.be/YfuwwE-SUEE
Can you name some famous Australian buildings or architecture?
Here’s one that you can make and maybe include some interesting facts about it. You could write
them around the plates.

How to make a paper plate Sydney Harbour Bridge
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

To make each of ours, we used:
paper plate
two paper cups
scissors
black marker
toothpick
Australian flag sticker
tape
knife (optional)
Because of the wide bridge span, you’ll need to cut a section of plate that is wider than it
is high. So technically, you’ll need to cut along a chord to make a segment. So if imagine
your paper plate looks a little like this…

…then you can cut along chord AB to make one bridge, or cut along chord CD as well to
make two. (My inner geek loves sprinkling extra details like this into our activities. We’re
gradually increasing our understanding of maths concepts and vocabulary in a playful
normalised way.)
Next you need to draw in the bridge details. Using a black marker, outline your segment,
and draw an inner arch following the shape of the inner paper plate rim. Then draw
evenly spaced vertical lines from the chord to the top of the arch. I made mine about an
inch apart, but there’s no need to be exact.
Then draw diagonal lines from the outer rim to the inner rim of the next vertical line, to
make a pattern along the top of the bridge arch.

Cut an inch long slit in the bottom of two cups. (It’s easier if you do this with a knife, but
scissors would probably work as well.) Slide the edges of your paper plate bridge into
the slits, so that the cups look like pylons. Add window details with marker.

Fun fact: Did you know that the pylons on either side of the Sydney Harbour Bridge are
mainly decorative?
For the finishing touch, stick an Australian flag sticker onto a toothpick and piece of card
(I used the discarded middle piece of the paper plate). If you don’t have a sticker, you
could try drawing an Australian flag instead. Then tape the toothpick to the back of your
Harbour Bridge.

